


Annandale, Ellen: Clark, Judith. 1 9 9 6 .  "What  is  lender? Faminist theorr r .. 
and tho s o c i o l o ~ y  o f  human reproduction'. Sociology o f  Health and illness ' 

I Val. 1 8  No. 1. pp. 17- 44. 
~ 
1 Feminist theory and research on the sociology of human reproduction have historically been 
1 bound together as each has developed. Yet recently, sociologists of reproduction and women's I ' health have lost sight of core debates in feminist theory. ~ h e i  still tend to work with the 

assumption that feminism is an internally coherent body of thought, despite the emergence of 
significant internal divisions since the mid-1980s. This paper evaluates the challenge that 
feminist post-structuralism poses to prior conceptualisations of gender in the context of 
reproductive health, through a critique of sociological work in this area from the 1970s and 
1980s. The paper begins with a discussion of the post-structuralist critique of the modernist 
conceptualisations of gender that are embedded in research on the sociology of human 
reproduction. Particular attention is given to the negative consequences that can arise from 
feminist thinking which is premised upon a division between women and men, male and female, 
and sex and gender. These consequences include the universalising and valorising of gender 
differences, a preoccupation with the abnormalities of women's reproductive health, and a focus 
on women to the neglect of gender which inhibits our ability to truly understand women's 
experience. The authors conclude with an exploratory reconceptualisation of gender and 
reproductive health from the viewpoint of feminist post-structuralism. 
D Sourse: Blackwell Publishers, 1 0 8  Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 IJF, UK. 

Austweg, 8.: Vlassoff, C. 1 9 9 3 .  Gender and Tropical Diseases: Research to  
Lift W4mm's Burden. Geneva: World Heal th Organization. 1 4  p. 

Half a billion people suffer from the main tropical diseases. Both men and women are affected by 
tropical diseases, but in different ways, physically, socially, economically and psychologically. 
Little research has been done on these differences. This booklet focusses on the woman's point 
of view, which may reveal previously unappreciated problems, such as unsightly skin disorders 
associated with "river blindness". It briefly covers diseases that disfigure, or affect sexual health, 
pregnancy anaemia, psychological well-being and poverty, before making recommendations for 
future research. 
D Souroe: World Health Organization, 1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland. 

8jWorling, Barno 1 9 9 5 .  Towards the New Century with a k n d e r  Perspective. 
Terra Famina: U N  Fourth World Conference on Women. 9 p. 

I The object of this paper is to examine how science and mainstream society protect themselves 
from new ideas in theory and practice. The paper outlines some strategies that make it easier to 

1) women are not generally included in scientific studies; 2) even if included, they are often 
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3) sometimes, women are included in a study but the research instrument or data analysis does 
not take into account important differences between men and women; 4) even if men and women 
are analyied separately, the analysis is based on sexist attitudes about how a 'realn woman 
should be; 5) women are included in research studies, but the research instrument or data 
analysis used is inadequate due to lack of knowledge. The pattern of ignorance can be broken by 
recognising that men and women are equally valuable although they are different biologically, 
psychologicalty and socially, as well as by incorporating into health policies a gender and feminist 
perspective that includes a life cycle approach. The author points out that it is vital to bridge the 
gap between knowledge and practice in women's issues. Eff ~ r t s  to change the scenario of male 
domination and female subordination demand strategic thinking. The author enumerates a few 
strategies that can be adopted: 1) work toward change in ways that can lead people to insight; 
2) lift the sexist eyeglasses that colour reality; 3) expose how sisterhood can be a doubleedged 
sword in that women can both encourage and hinder other women; 4) use gender differences in 
a nondiscriminating way so that those opposed to equality cannot capitalise on them; 
5) increase the number of female mentors; 6) mobilise women's resources; and 7) organise 
"Scarlet Pimpernel" or underground networks to work through unofficial channels such as the 
media to influence decision-makers. To change the system, a balance must be struck between 
being absorbed into the system and standing completely outside of it. Alternative forms of 
organisation that call for new thinking and that encourage development must be found. 
D Souree: Foundation for Women's Forum, Sweden. 

Broom, Dorothy. 1996. "Gendering health, sexing illness'. STATEing 
WOMEN'S HEALTH Vol. 6 No.. 1. pp. 6-8. 

This paper defends the burgeoning interest in men's health, reasoning that there is considerable 
common ground between men's and women's health. It contends that taking an oppositional 
stand would only constrain the development of a better understanding of the gendered aspects 
of health. The author argues against limiting the gender focus to conditions that are either unique 
to one sex or markedly more prevalent in one sex, and suggests that health advocates should 
attend closely to the sexual dimensions of all illnesses. To illustrate the trap of framing health 
issues around the question of which is the sicker or needier sex, the author uses the example of 
heart disease. Half of all deaths among Australian women are from cardiovascular disease. 
Smoking is alarmingly popular among young women. While smoking doubles the risk of 
cardiovascular diseases, smoking in combination with the use of oral contraceptives multiplies 
the risk ten times. However, the notion that heart disease is a male affliction prevails. According 
to the author, the failure to think of bodies and illnesses as sexed has been bad for men's health 
as well as for women's. Although the male body has been privileged as normal, until recently 
there were no attempts to understand the ways masculinity contributes to various risk factors. 

In order to be effective, the effort to promote dietary change and exercise must also take 
gender perspectives seriously. The author believes that work in the women's health sector has 
developed the intellectual tools and expertise on the basis of which it is possible to undertake a 
gendered analysis of health. 
D Souree: STATEing WOMEN'S HEALTH, cr/o Adelaide Women's Community Health . 
Centre, 64 Pennington Terrace, North Adelaide SA 5 0 0 6 ,  Australia. 
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I Booth, Heather. 1 9 9 6 .  The Gender Dimension in Pacific Suicide: The Case 
I o f  Western Samoa. 34 p. [unpublished draft]. 
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Suicide r a k S b  sthire hc86 Istarid poputaffms, P ri l t in Micronesta, Western Samoa and 
the Indian population of Fiji, have increased significantly since the end of the Second World War. - 
The main characteristic of Pacific suicide is that it is youth suicide: youth suicide rates are 
amongst the highest in the world. In the Pacific, suicide in general and youth suicide in particular 
have been viewed as an essentially male phenomenon by the popular press, popular opinion and 
academic reports. Whilst a maledominant view of suicide may be appropriate in Micronesia, 
where only eight per cent of suicides in 1960-1987 were female, the central argument of this + 

paper is that a maledominant view is inappropriate in Western Samoa, where about onethird of 
recent suicides were female. Booth compares the current experience of female suicides in 
Western Samoa with both male experience and that of other Pacific populations, referring often 
to statistical data. Significant to the pattern of suicide in Samoa is the easy availability of the 
lethal herbicide paraquat, the ingestion of which is the most common method of female suicide. 
The role of gender in Samoan suicide is explored through analysis of the effects of past 
interventions by government and community groups to reduce suicide. Thus, it is noted that 
initiatives which facilitated communication between all sections of the community were most 
effective in reducing female suicides, whereas a campaign of information dissemination had 
greater effect in reducing male suicides. Major theories on the causes of Samoan suicide are 
also examined in relation to gender, such as feelings of powerlessness in response to an 
unchanging male-dominated gerontocracy where power at the villagelevel lies with traditional , 
leaders, and disillusionment caused by diminishing opportunities to improve one's income and 
status. Booth argues that issues of power have an'important effect in reducing suicide. That this 

in power , 

Cl Souroe: Heather Booth, Demography Program, Nat ional  Centre for  Development Studies, 
Australian National University, Australia. 

Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women. 1995 .  What Women 
Prescribe: Report and Recommendations from the National Symposium "Women 
in Partnership: Working Towrds lnolusive, Gender-Sensitive Health Policies" 
(September 1994). Ottawa: Canadian Advisory Counail on the Status o f  Women. 

This report is divided into four main parts: 1) "Women in partnership' provides an overview of the 
symposium which was organised by the Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women 
(CACSW). It supplies a list of guiding principles, defines women's health, presents the concepts 
of holistic approaches and of health promotion, describes the roles of women's community 
centres, and discusses key determinants and indicators of women's health status; 2) "Poverty, 
systematic discrimination, and violence against women"focusses in more detail on three central 
symposium themes: the impact of poverty, systemic discrimination, and violence against women 
on women's health and health care. Particular attention is paid to marginalised groups of women 
including Aboriginal women, immigrant women, refugee women and racial minority women; 
3) 'Keys to creating changen describes the need for reproduction and training among health 

) points th+e way to new directions for research needed to maximise women's health. 
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and presents .a ccunplete list of qmyosicwn. r e c m n d t i o n s ;  and 4) '&p 
glossary of key terms, case studies arrd warking models of actual heafth ex 
symposium participants. Eight guiding principles u M f e  the large n h h r  6f ' M f i c  
r e c o m m e n d ~ s  made by CACSW symposium participants. They are empowerment of women; 
provik3ian d .and stable support for women's M s ;  creation of p u k  policies and 
fund& that are gmd~ensit ive; rncintmmcs of adequate sociai security ~gmmmes;  I 

accountgbiWy of 1 rdwafrt education, Iwnshg, and gwming bodies for ~Mng progress on, 
indicators d mQn's health &Us; better h h c e  betwee?? health promotion a d  d a m  
trutrm* w e a h  8f cdcmkentred and bls€Ie kaM policies; and strengtheni& Mer-sactoFaI . 
c m p . a m h  on hafthi education, economic, eMm-I, and other issues. 
r 3  h r m r  a a d i r n  Adui rq  bane91 on tbs Sbfur otthsean, 110 O 'eomr  St., I 

9th Fbw, aftrwa, O h r i o  KIP S B ,  Crrwda. I 

t 
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Cwk, R~kora 4. 1494. 'Bender, health and human rijktrL. k a l t b  a d  
H m a r  Ri~hfs:  A# /nhrrationr/ ~ u i h t l ~ J ~ r r r 1  Vol. 1 Wa. 4. 

I pp. 310-366, 
1 
I I 

This art5cJe illustrdes how underlying soda1 cancMons that compromise women's h@alth are ! 

exposed through rec6gnMn of gender m - n g ,  The applicability of i r r t e r m a l  human 
rights law requiring states IQ remove h t M p t n g  that negatively ~~ women's status and ' 

health, justifies indivr$ual add ~ o n - g o v @ m m e ~  a m h m ~ o n  inltlatbes to assist states in 
conforming to the iwv, as w l l  as to hokl #em.aceountabR for their failures. The artkle explains " 
the cantriiution that h e m  profession& kan make through recognikn of the thks between 
women's health statu3 andthe socialty structure-el wimtnents in which women live. Awareness ' 
of gender-based personal yulnerabilities to domestic viol~nce and unwanted pregnancy, for -1  
instance, and of gm&-ba's$d consln iw on e m ' a f l d  fiberti&, enables JMtand"mg af the, 
many factors beymd clinical health services which contribute to women's h e d ~ .  The attick 
concludes by exploring how principles of human rights law can inspire indiwidual and collective 
initiatives to remove barriers to the achievement of optimal health status for women. 
d kwh: k k r d  &&dl of PeblIt~ kdlth, Hul* ~1 L m a n  Rights, 9uhw1(*11* U q r m u f ,  
PO &X SJ9, $ b t ~ b  O I ~  MY 10588-984Ba. * . 

I in Satia, Jay; Sebenmryr, Carl; Sharifah Tahir (edr.). Managing a New . ' 1  
6en8ratior of Poplation Prognnner  &br//rnjes o f  the Ninetier: R ~ p o r t  from; 
ICOIYPfs 13th lrternatirnal Slninrr,  -IVr$iq$ b i r r  3-7 MayF 1993. Karla ; 
L u n p r :  IbOP#f? pp. 181-120. 1 

\ 
I 

This paper argues the need for family planning s e ~ c e s  #at are infonned by an- awareness of 
women's social positioning, b respom to customs, Culture and tradibion which define women's 1 estewn &rtd n d s  in tehs of their mildbearing roles and give women little COW over theh 
fertitii. Whilst gender-sensitiulty is essential, farnlty planning programmes should primarily be 
wommerttred because it is women whose fertdity is being contb~ed, who ar& &ng birth and 
who use tarn@ planning services. The paper is aimed at planners, providers and managers of 

I I 
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family planning services in developing countries. The author reviews current issues, problems 
and needs pertaining to reproductive health, family planning services, management of gender- 
sensitive and women-centred family planning services, management considerations of service 
delivery and quality of care. Practical management considerations such as staff structures, 
training, monitoring and evaluation, and economic self-sufficiency are addressed. It is argued that 
the following measures are critical to the success of family planning programmes: the 
dismantling of rigid bureaucratic structures, effective structures and systems for delivery of 
quality service, the sharing of power, enhanced worker-capacity (quantitative and qualitative), 
methods for measuring and rewarding quality, and the incorporation of user perspectives and 
participation. Programmes should be based on respect for clients and trust in their capacity to 
make sound reproductive decisions. The primary goal of family planning programmes should be 
to facilitate reproductive choice and access to quality services for women free of all other 
considerations and conflicts, such as conflict with men over control of women's sexuality and 
fertility, and conflict with the interests of population control agencies. 
C l  Source: ICOMP, 141  Jalan Dahlia, Taman Uda Jaya, 68000 Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 

Dan, Alice J. (ed.).  1 9 9 4 .  Reframing Women's Health: Multidisoiplinary 
Research and Praetioe. Thousand Oaks, Cal i fornia:  SAGE Publicat ions.  4 1 0  p. 

Covering a diverse range of theoretical and practical issues, this collection of essays will be of 
interest to a wide readership, e.g., researchers, clinicians and educators. Most essays are based 
on material presented at the Reframing Womens Health Conference held in October 1992 in 
Chicago. The conference focussed on the issue of defining specialisation in women's health, 
addressing whether "a medical speciality" or some other approach could best serve the health 
needs of women. Women's health is a new discipline in the process of creating itself and these 
essays document the broad scope of this process of development. The editor argues that 
women's health should be addressed in the mainstream of health science and practice; at 
present, medicine and health care generally are based on male perspectives, and the needs and 
concerns of women are neglected. This book presents important background studies for 
accomplishing this aim. The essays provide a good balance of philosophical/political ideas and 
pragmatichands-on experience. They are organised into the following six sections: "Perspectives 
and modelsu; "Social and political issues"; "Reproductive health and sexuality"; "Violence, abuse 
and womens health"; "Research in womens health"; and "Practice issues". Subjects discussed in 
the essays include the possible repercussions of accepting the male experience as normative; 
the role of reproduction; the concept of biological primacy; the physical, emotional and legal 
elements of abuse; advances and methodology in clinical and behavioural research; and a variety 
of concerns on medical practices. 
17 Source: SAGE Publications, Inc., 2455 Teller Road, Thousand Oaks, California 9 1 3 2 0 ,  USA. 

du Guerny, Jacques; Sjoberg, Elisabeth. 1 9 9 3 .  " Inter- re lat ionship  between 
gender re la t ions and the  HIV/AIDS epidemic: some possible considerations f o r  
pol icies and programmes". AIDS Vol. 7. pp. 1 0 2 7- 1 0 3 4 .  

Today, over 90 per cent of newly infected adults have acquired HIV infection from heterosexual 
intercourse, and recent reports provide evidence of an increasing infection sex ratio to the 
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disadvantage of wmm. The hetemexual spread of the epidemic is greatly fxilitated by the - +  

inabif i  of many women to prottxt themselves because af'tkir'lower cultural and W a w m m i  
status and their lack of influence on sexual relations. This paper examines the d i w a m g e d  -.. 
situation of women in all developing cauntties where AIDS prevails, quokg attitudes rrf mm 
ivom from Thaland, Uganda and Sudran towards AIDS. The paper aims to $how haw gender . 
relations play a crucial rale in the spnad ~f HtV wid how a gender perspective ewld contribub 
the design of policies and programmm for cmbatting the HIV/AIDS epidemk more effectively, 
The qxead of AlDS thrmt~ns to further lower the status of women by tynp; them to theiP :t !G!J 
traditional: roles, thus limiting their access to education and incamegenerdng.aetrvrties. Thlj- 
authcws elaborate that planners of care przagrarmnes for ADS sufferers and eck tcakd  c 
should not encourage women to play a traditional nursing mle towards family members and ath 
with AIDS, as this wilt compromise women" sd4cmpowerment and advancement towards equa 
with men. In the long-term, it is gender equal@ and women's power to pmt86:t themselves and 
their children that will combat the spread d AlDS mast effectwly, so strategies which also ma 
men respnaibJe for NIB care within tke community mu& be devised. 
Cl Souree: Jaeques du Guerny, Division for the Advrnaement of Women, DPCSO PC 2-2314, PO . 
Box 20, United Nations, Naw York, NY 10017, USA. 

,L 'I: a3w~~~g; ; i rnnr i t~~ i  .+ 
. , .q 

~rankenhaeurer, Marianne; .Lundberg, Ult; Chemey, Margaret (eds.). 
1991. Women, H I~r l r ,  md Health: Stress md appbrtunities. N.ew. York: P l e n u ~  
Press. 271 p. 

- *  ,: ' '7 

Based on an international symposium held i? Stockholm in 1988, this collection of papers-by" ' 
researchers in the vanguard of exploring psycho-social factors that are likely to affect women's a 
men's health differently-looks at m m s  and realities about sex differences, at work and the famil . . 8 

workload and cardiovascular health, reproductive issues and work, and implications for future 
research. 
Cl Source: World Health Organization, 1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland. i 
Freedman, Lynn P. IYomen/ Health and Third World Debt: A Critique o f  the ,, 
Public Hsolth Rssponss to Economic Crisis. N e w  York: Development Law and 

I ,  1 ;  1 ."11= J"' p' ' 3 Policy Program, Columbia University. 50 ,., A 
j ." 4 '  f,,,1tA$% I L #  ,,3.' 17 c 1 4 5 7  g4 

anlnhr. ~ ~ k t t m ~ - ~ , l ~ ~  .- 
This publication anatyses the international health cornmumtfs response to the economic crisis in 
the?Third W~rld. It prwides a wel~~cumented r@e&dan m d  it points out that structural 
adjustment programmes ignore 'he consequences on women. It shows that uMrnately gender- 
based inequalw threatens not only the economic gads of adjustment, but the health and 
being af women and their families. A rwonstr  10 e f t c~mic  crisis bubtt on t r a d w a l  co 
(a & iken tmd View of the ink betweeh poverty anif heaafthr n& onty neglects women's 
serious health insas, it results itn a package gf h a p  dhi&s and pmgrmmes that fa 
address adequately the broad r a q e  of social and economic factors that irdbence women's ab 
to protect their families' health. With evidence of deteriorating health and nutritional status id' ' 
highly-indebted countries beginning to mount, there is increasing concern that strudtural 
ad'pstment programmes designed to stimulate e c o m i c  growth and stability are exacting an' 

I exorbrtant price on the population's heam. In response to these concerns, increasing attention 
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macroeconomic policies affect the population's heatth and welfare, and a growing body of 
research has come to focus on the dynamics of the family or household as the social unit where 
people devise survival strategies to respond to such changes. One observation is repeated over 
and over: it is women who bear the responsibility of .developing and implementing their families' 
survival strategies, including maintaining the family's health. However, structural adjustment 
programmes that focus solely on macrdevel indicators, disregarding those at micrdevel, are a 

I 
prescription for disaster. Such programmes threaten the already precaiius health of vast 
numbers of the world's population because they impose addttional burdens on women while 
ignoring the structural constraints that prevent from effectively redistributing or managing those 
burdens. 
D Soarcre: Development, Law and h l i ~ y  Program, Columbia University, 60 Haven Avenue 
B-3, New York, New York 1 0 0 3 2 ,  USA. 

6 i m e r  6 i m e t ,  Elsa e d .  1 9 9 3 .  G o n h r ,  f i n o ,  ond k o l t h  in  tho 
Amrriras. Washington: Pan Amerioan Heal th Organization. xix, 280 p. 

This is a collection of articles on women and health which examines two paradoxes relating to 
the health of women: 1) the fact that akhough women have a higher life expectancy than men, 
they are also sick more often during their lifetime; 2) although women are represented in the 
health sector in greater numbers than men, most positions of the highest power, prestige, and 
remuneration are held by men. The overall focus of this book is on the comparative position that 
women occupy with men in specific heatth contexts and within particular social groups in North 
and South America. The three basic themes that orient the content of this publication are gender, 
health A d  equity. The gender approach applied to the analysis of women's health focusses on 
the dialectical relationship between biology and the social environment, which is embodied in 
situations of advantage or disadvantage for women with regard to men. The selection of the 
conditions, problems and diseases discussed in the book is guided by one or more of the 
following criteria: 1) that they are exclusive to women; 2) that they are more prevalent among 
women than men; 3) that they have more severe consequences for women than for men; 4) that 
they imply different risk factors for women; and 5) that they require special intervention 
strategies for women. The concept of equity that lies at the root of the goal of "health for all", 
which this book embraces, is based on need. This means that access to health resources and 
services should be based not on "neutral" criteria, such as quotas aimed at ensuring equal 
access, but on consideration of the different and special needs of various groups. This 
publication serves the World Health Assembly's call to fill the lack of information disaggregated 1 by sex and the inadequacy of research on the diseases that affect women. 

1 CJ Source: Pan American Health Organization, Pan American Sanitary Bureau, Regional Office of 
the World Health Organization, 525 Twenty-third Street, N.W. Mathington D.C. 20037 ,  USA. 

Borsen, M a r ;  m a n ,  Barbara (eds.) . 1996. Ths South African 
f om or's H ~ o l t b  Book. Cape Town: Oxford University Press. 5 1 6  p. 

This comprehensive and accessible handbook on women's health came about with extensive 
consultations and iriput from 471 contributors. It has a women-centred and a developing-country 
approach: "Empower a woman, empower a nation". Written by and for South African women, the 
reading and the illustrations are useful for any woman or'man interested in health questions. 
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References to other cultures can be found. If you are looking for medically authoritative, hotistic I 
1 

approaches to health; guidelines for health and gender education; or the building of self-help 1 
groups, it will be found here in a non-academic and straightforward form, as well as extensive 
references to groups, organisations and further readings of interest. Drawing on South African 
experiences, the authentic stories woven throughout, show that each woman is d"uFferent and 
unique, belonging to different cultures, yet sharing sum similar experiences. The content deals 
with the issues women in the participatory process of the book's development identified as 
urgent arrd important. Thus, chapters on gender, culture, violence, work, healthy living, disability, 
ageing, fmm girlhood to womanhood, sevuallty, contraception, pregnancy, reproductive health, 
alternative medicine, and the heatth care system are included. The book's framewmk of a holistic 
model of health, which is social rather than medical, shows how psychological, social and 
perhaps spiritual dimensions combined and affect women. Even though it, is difPicult in Sou# 
Africa's case to separate out the effects of gender (due to race and class-iden@y), in linking 

I gender and women's health, the authors treat gender inequalities as a fact that has to be taken I 
1 as seriously as the existence of germs, viruses and parasites. 

CJ Sourest Women's Health Project, PO Box 1038, Johannesburg 2000, South: aAfrisa. 
~ I 

H a r a r d  School o f  Publia Health. 1995. Women's Health and Human Rights. [ 
Health and Human Rights: An International Quarterly Journal Vol. 1 No. 4. 
pp. 309-499. 

This first thematic issue of Health and Human Rights, published on the eve of the United Nations 
Fourth World Conference on Women, seeks to bring together some of the leadiw thinkers and 
activists in the field of women's 'health and human rights. The editorial runs thrdugh examples of 
the synergy and power of the health and human rights perspective. The first article in the issue, 
'Reflections on emerging frameworks, of health and human rights", by Lynn ~riedrnan, discusses . 
ways in which the analytical tools of public health can be used in conjunction with emerging 
theories qf human rights to craft effective advocacy strategies. Rebecca Cook's "Gender, health , 

and human rights' illustrates how underlying social conditions that compromise women's health 
are exposed through recognition of gender stereotyping. Wature and scope of human rights 
obligations concerning women's right to healthn by Donna Sullivan, identifies ~ornponents of 
women's rights to health and outlines a theoretical framework for conceptualjsing the correlative 
human rights obligations, including questions concerning minimum core obligations, the 
normative effect of the prohibition of gender discrimination on obligations and justifiability. Jointly 
written by Anika Rahman and Rachael Pine, 'An international human right to reproductive health 
care: toward definition and accountability"explores the scope of an internatiai~al human right to i 
reproductive heam care, given the immediate obligations imposed by human rights treaties on j 
governments. "Health, human rights and lesbian existence"by Alice Miller et al., is an essay that , 

examines the intersection of health and human rights strategies within two critical international 
human rights movements: women's rights and gay rights. A commentary section follows the five 
articles. ~harlbttedBunch expresses concern about €he danger that women's gains in the f 

twentieth century will be reversed by.religious f u n b e m l i a  farces and n a r r d y  defined 
patriarchal nationalism in 'Beijing, backlash and the future of women's human rightsn. Jacqueline 
Pitanguy comments on the inclusion of reproductive and sexual rights in human rights discourse 
in "From Mexico to Beijing: a new paradigm". Womedr right to health and the Beijig Platform for1 
Action: the retreat from Cairo"by Marianne Haslegrave and John Havard looks at the problems 
the text of the Platform For Action creates in the field of reproductive health. A selected ! 

I 
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bibliography of "Women's health and human rights"follows at the end of the publication. The 
writing in this publication, without exception, is accessible, cogent and extremely skilful. 
13 Souroe: Harvard School o f  Public Health, Health and Human Rights, 8 Story Street, 
5 t h  Floor, Cambridge, MA,  USA 02138 .  

HA1 W; I nDRA. 1 9 9 5 .  Gender, Reproduotive Healfh and Population Policies: 
Report from the Manila Workshop 7-10 Apri l  1994. Quezon City: HA1 N; 
InDRA. 1 3 0  p. 

This workshop is a collaborative project of the Health Action Information Network (Philippines) 
and the Institute for Development Research, Medical Anthropology Unit, University of Amsterdam 
(the Netherlands). This publication contains three articles about the background of the project 
and eight papers presented at the workshop in Manila. The beginning of the project is detailed in 
the first paper; "Gender, reproductive health and population policies". In April 1991, 40 
advocates of women's reproductive rights gathered in the Netherlands to attend the WEMO/HAIN 
seminar on Women's Perspectives on Contraceptive Development Use. During this seminar, they 
drew up an action-research agenda. Projects are now underway in the Netherlands, India, 
Zimbabwe and the Philippines, all of which share a general objective: to enhance the awareness 
of national and international policymakers and implementors of the possible adverse effects of 
gender-blind and nonparticipatory development interventions in the area of reproductive health 
care. The project has two immediate objectives: to strengthen the network of women's health 
advocates and researchers in order to stimulate innovative research actions; and to develop on 
the basis of an action-research-based comparative analysis, methodologies and strategies that 
will lead to more parbcipatory and.gender-aware development interventions in the field of 
reproductive health care. The second article, "Country situations", is the report of a second 
workshop, held in 1992. Each participant presented an initial analysis of the situation in her 
country (Zimbabwe, Philippines, India, the Netherlands) concerning research and networking in 
the field of gender, reproductive health and population policies, and then put forward research 
priorities. The third article explores the way certain groups and institutions have influenced and 
continue to influence the development, distribution and use of contraceptive technologies and 
services. This paper also looks at how these influences have harmed women's health and 
autonomy. The second part of this analysis shows how women's health advocates are beginning 
to formulate and redefine contraceptive safety, effectiveness and acceptability and the quality of 
reproductive health services. The eight papers which follow the background are contributions 
presented at the Manila Workshop in 1994. They focus on different subjects, such as, feminist 
science and research philosophy, reproductive health research, country reports, participatory 
research, reflections on quantitative methods and quality of care issues in reproductive health. 
13 Sourae: Health Action Information Network ( H A I N ) ,  No. 9 Cabanatuan Road, Philam 
Homes, Quezon City 1104, Philippines. 

Jacobron, Jodi 1. 1 9 9 2 .  Gender Bias: Roadblock to Sustainable Development. 
Washington: World Watch Institute. 60 p. . 

This paper makes a case for gender equity in development programmes. While exploding the 
myths that economic growth is gender-blind and that women automatically benefit from it, the 
author proceeds to unmask the insidious costs, particularly in causing population growth, of 
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conventional economic development paradigms. Increasing the wealth of male members of a 
family does not necessarily augment the family's welfare because men spend Weir money on 
conswmf goods. It is women who ~dministkr to farnib needs-food, clottrirg, Reatth care. So, 
women perform most of the work in the subsistence ecofiomies of Third World cmtries, but , 

their contributions are not valued because their labour is not seen as being financially productive. 
Such bias against women is named a primary cause of poverty because it prevents hundreds of 
women'Am obtdning the education,&aining, b k h  s~wiices, child care and leg$$ &ahis m&kd 
to escape torn Dove*. Gender-bias js also shied out as the main cause for ra@d ~ u h t p n  
growth because women tend to depend on children for social status and economic seurity. The 
author underscores the importance of increasing women's productivtty and their eohtrol owf' 
resources to redQce the number of births. A weilkitten paper sets in a sehularly matrix that is 
acce~sibk. t~the lay reader without compromising its usefulness to the scrtws researcher. 
Cl Br~urae~ Werldwteh Irrrtitute, 17% f l~ssachus~ f ts  Avanue, N.W. Mkshing.tor, B.C. 
20034, U M .  

ffrnkmk, Mary-kne; Onnt; Wann R.1 88pll, ilerandrr. 1991. 
"gender differences i n  health r t l a t t d  bdh8vi,ut: gome unanswcnd qnstions".  i 
Swial Slisaro Flrdieiirr Yol.  3 t  We. 5. pp. 579-590. 

I 

In this article, the authors contend that & ' ~ i o m e l i c a ~  approach to sevgender 'Merences ifl 
heakelated Maviour has kft many quef#ions m m w .  Using data from the 1983 
Winnipeg Area Study, they try to iden* the satbnce d sscial role and related social status 
charaoteftstks in accounting for virriatbn in he&h,'illness and sick-role behavbur. The VVinnipeg 
Area Study is an annual cross-swtimal, crty-wide sunmy d Winnipeg residents that include 
questions on gender and health. In their research, the authors Focussed On the elationship 
between gm&r and health status, health behaviom: Mnes behaviour and sickkole behaviour. 
Their data m a h i s  consisted of: 1) rjssessing whether there were significadt dilkr$nces.in 
soci&mographic factors such as age, mw*iZal s@W, &atiin, employment status and 
income dfstn'Mons between the male arvd. female groups; and 21 testing for s i g M i n t  
differences between the two groirps in h e a ~ I a ~  behetviours. Signrficant d i n n c e s  'bz39ween 
men and womesn were found in terms of r h a h l  sthtus, kvel of edwtitkm, emplqment status 
and indiddual income. t t l  relation to healWrt&ted k h v b w s ,  no dgnificaht Merences were 
fmdh the fireventive health beliefs expressed by men and women. In terms OT actual health 

women seem to uselheir swlal'netwwks. m m  to dseuss health probbrns. Mere ; 
illnessqbehaviuur is concerned, significant d i m n c m  were! f;owsd htween m&s 8Jlrl k m a k  in 
the wmkr of @ays an illness required a cutdown in -fhek u%udiaeW@es and beddays per year. I 
The difkxences befween males and females hF the utilfsatian sf medical setvices were also I 

sigrrfficant. Tkm were no slgnkant dfl&rices~$eiweerr malt% m d  females in how the3 m l d  ' 
respond to certain physical symptoms or take care of thernsekes, medication activity, atmudes 
toward self-reliance and scepticism of medicine. The authors assert that the relationship between 
sedgender and health-related behaviour is a complex one: sex is a significant predictor of I 
s& z n d h e s  of he&hWed k k a v k w h t  it only accamts for a very small prop& gR i 
variance in these indicators; sociodemographic factws form p weak explanation. The authors j 
state that these findings raise questions about the adequacy of current concepts and measures 
for studying sevgender differences in health-related behaviour.,However, they fall short of 
offefmg cohclu~kre evidence as to the variations iri morbidty and the use of hhakh services 
between men' hnd women. 
D Sourrrat Maq-Anne Krndtrck, Pepertmenf of Soeiotogy 8 Anthropology, Csrleton 
University, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1S 5B6. 1 
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K t t b l ,  Wtllrl (sd.]. 1995. b t r  Ll~u, Ow #mltl). I s *  Dslk i :  eo-ordinat ion 
Unit, W#t l l  C m f s t n c a  aa B i b m s e - ~ e i j i y . ' ~ :  viii, 1 9 2  p. 

This b q ~ k  is a comp!abon of; abwt  c o m r n s  k d i g ~  yomea have regarding their health, in 
the backdmp uf the prepara@uw.for the Fourth Wwld Gon41ence~an Women. The 17 papers go 
beyo$lddtte&b statistics and reveah&yr on different issues in the lives of women that 
affect th.eir health status The first pwides an overview of the situation. The second paper ,, 

discusses the New Economic Policy in lndia and its negative impact on the poor, particularly on 
w o r n ,  The third focusses on hfrastructuq for women's health m d  underlines the fact that 
socioec~nomic diversities a d  material distance have significant contribution to women's health I 
problems. The next paper portrays the situation in Northeast lndia where the degraded 
environment and deteriorating socioeconomic and sociopolitical scenario affect women's lives 
much more and, thus, exert ulg effects oo thg heaQ status of the women. This is 
followed bya description of the III:~~ y health sector, whichis laigely private, concentrated in the 
urban ma, and lacking f@@h&m.:m @me csndMS,  much can be expected for 
women clients. The sixth paper focusses on the fact that the ecaqmic. policies in lndia haw 
widened dispariies between rich and poor. Looking at progress over the years, in meeting basic 
needs, it is observed that the disp ity reduction is higher for urban areas compared to that for 
the rurdl areas, and for rnafes thqn "i or khales. T b  seqnth paper is a reflection about rape. The 
next &r discusses the grobbms of the natmnal family planningqrsrgramme and highlights the 
fact that for the implernentalb~ af.&e programme, the well-beingof women is the last concern. 
The ninth article underlines some qjecific wrnen's health prob/ems related to their work. The 
next is @bout the causes for d'icM3t obstetrical histories, which is followed by an analytic review 
of the abortlon situation in India. The hnrelftt.l deals wrth the w e ~ i f i c  concerns of adolescent girls 
in Indii, This is followed by an artide on disabled persons; pwsms who, due to physical, mental 
or senbrial impairment caonpt function properly In a society designed for fit people. Their 
maqin2$lisation is severe in India. kxt, the experience of a self-training programme in women's 
health is presented. The fifteenth pamr is a brief study on the psycho-social aspects of the 
mental welb i r rg of Indian wornen, fallowed by a descripfion.of some aspects of a unique action 
researc on traditional plants and the self-help approach fay women's health and empowerment. 
The fin a! I paper focusses on €he very rapid WSV transmission in.Northeast India. 
D Ss#reer ARRPN. [tka Co-ordination Unit has rlisbraded] . 

Koblinsky, Marge; Timyan, Judith; Bay, J i l l  (ads.). 1 9 9 5 .  The Health o f  
Womsn: A Global Perspective. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. v i i i ,  2 9 1  p. 

This book is the product of the 1991 National Council for International Health's (NCIH) 
Conference on Women's Health: The Action Agenda, which was launched on a note of rage at the 
inequities faced by women and hope for improvements in women's health. The 12 articles 
contained in the book deal with various aspects of the health of women in their socioeconomic ., 
context and throughout their lifespan. The authors of the articles bring to surface factors such as 
the status of women and their work which confound women's ability to access health care. The 
findings in this book, originally highlighted during the conference, represent the rich mixture of 
viewpoints of the 1,400 conference participants. The book draws together experiences from 
existing health care systems for women and explores ways to redress international neglect of 
women's health. Realistic targets are set for moving from concern to action under the following 
guiding principles brought out in the conference: 1) gender specific data are essential, not only 
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to ensure that women are being reached, but to ensure that resources are equitably and 
+I 

effectively shared; 2) health providers, planners and advocates must confront gender 
discrimination; 3) women's health begins in infancy and policies and programmes must include 
attention to the adequate nutrition, health care ancfeducation of girls and young women, as well 
as mothers; and 4) although female mortality and morbidity are the gross indicators of women's 
health, the qual

i

ty of their lives is an indicator of their ability to develop and maximise their 
potential; women must be empowered by training, education and participation to seek preventio~~ 
and treatment of health problems. An excellent book for health policy-makers, prograPme 

USA. - 

Val. 42 No. 4. pp. 617-624. 
\I - 

It is conventional wisdom in medical sociology and social epidemiology thath%ndustrialised '' 
societies, men die earlier than women, but that women have poorer health than men. To suppo 
this, a number of explanations such as different biological risks, acquired risks, reporting biase 

i 
and experiences of health care have been postulated and tested. In this article, using two Britis 

.. data sets, the West of Scotland Twenty-07 Study and the Health and Lifestyles Survey (HALS), 
the authors argue that the pattern of sex differences in morbidity is more complicated than 
conventional wisdom suggests. Twenty-07 was a longitudinal study of three age cohorts and th 
HALS was a national survey of health and lifestyles among British aduks. The data collected in 
these two studies were a variety of self-reported measures of health, physical development and 
functioning, as well as of personal and social circumstances. In analysing the data, the authors 
found that the direction and magnitude of sex differences in health vary according to the 
particular symptom or condition in question and according to the phase of the life cycle. Female 
excess is only consistently found across the lifespan for the more psychological manifestations 
of distress, and is far less apparent or reversed, for a number of physical symptoms andr 
conditions. The authors suggest that the more complex picture of gender d'ifferences, ba%a o Q  
their analysis, may be explained by the possibility that female/male differences in health have 
changed over time, such that, there is now less of a female excess in morbidity as compared 

' 

with the past. The authors' opinion is that gender differences in health vary by age, morbid@ 
measure and social context. To make progress towards understanding the biological, 
psychological or social processes that produce or maintain gender differences in health, the- 
authors recommend that a more differentiated agespecific and condition-specific view of health 

,( - I.,< j ' j , % t f  ' 7  a : 1 *.bp::!~ > L . <  
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Malhotra, Anju; Vanneman, Reeve; Kishor, Sunita. 1995. "Fert i l i ty ,  
dimeosions o f  patr iarchy and development i n  India". Population and 
Development Review Vol. 2 1  No. 2. p). 281-305.  

This article analyses fertility behaviour and the way gender inequality is embedded in a society's 
kinship structure and cultural context. In India, regional diversity in fertility rates appears to be 
correlated to female autonomy, age at marriage,.dowry and bride price practices, female labour- 
force participation and other aspects of family and gender relations. The researchers found that: 
1) patriarchy exerts a major influence on regional variations in fertility; 2) the aspects of 
patriarchy are both overlapping and multiiimensional in their relationship to fertility-gender 
discrimination and marriage systems overlap considerably, while women's economic value is 
relatively independent of the other two dimensions; and 3) dimensions of patriarchy also overlap 
with other structural factors, in particular with measures of social and economic developments 
that have a strong and independent relationship to fertility as well. Patriarchy and development 
play a stronger role in defining regional variations in fertility levels in lndia than social 
stratification. The only aspect of social stratification that shows a consistently positive effect on 
fertility rates is land ownership. Two social development indicators, child mortality and literacy, 
have powerful effects on fertility. The authors reason that where literacy rates are high, the costs 
of educating children increase so that pareqts concentrate their resources on fewer children. 
When child mortality is high, parents need to seek higher fertility to achieve desired reproductive 
goals. The researchers also found a strong relationship between gender discrimination and the 
marriage system. The researchers suggest that social development may alter patriarchal 
constructs and consequently raise women's status and lower fertility. 
Cl Srurse: Population and Development Review, The Population Council, One Dag 
Hammarskjold Plaza, N ~ r w  York, New York 10017, USA. 

Manorama, Swatija; Shah, Chayanika. 1 9 9 4 .  Beyond Illness: A Reader for 
Women Health Activists in Urban Areas. Bombay: Comet M e d i a  Foundation. 
1 0 0  p. 

Addressing the specific health problems of women in the urban setting of Bombay, the book is an 
exploration of "the holistic understanding of health". The book approaches health not just as an 
absence of illness or disease, but as a reflection of the overall social, cultural and economic well- 
being of a person. Health must be located in the social and physical environment of one's 
existence. As the physical environment directly impacts the functioning of the body, the authors 
set out to study the effect of the environment in a city like Bombay, where conditions appear to 
be totally out of the control of its inhabitants. This book, an attempt to create a knowledge-base 
for health activists, opens with an account of a health worker's difficulties on the job in Chapter 
1, "Sarala's story" Using this as an inroad, in Chapter 2, "Our own selves, our own bodies", the 
authors proceed to explain human biology-not in terms of body parts, but the basic concepts in 
the coordinated action of the body. In Chapter 3, "Exploring the working body" the authors look 
at the effort put in by individual bodies for survival and functioning in a city like Bombay. The next 
chapter, Qur bodies and the city environment", is a discussion of collective efforts to bring about 
change in the quality of life in the city. Chapter 5, "What happens when the body breaks downH, 
describes the immune system and certain common illnesses such as the cold, digestive tract 
illnesses, fever and swellings. The authors also talk about AIDS, diseases that have a genetic 

I 
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basis and give certain precautions in We treatment of illneses. The last chapbr, "Our b o d b  in , 
our own hands', concludes the exploration of ?he holistic understanding of heaW, and arrives at i 

the basic principle that to be healthy, mrnen have to be' k h  agents in the process. This book; 
aiming to serve as an orientation for cty h e m  care wob-kers, also includes am @~pe&x with a 
list of agencies involved in community health and related activities in Bombay. 
C l  $@me: Cos@.#+dia Foundation, Topiwala Lene S e k l ;  Lamington Read, Bombay 
400007, India. 

lost, Julia ~ V H .  1993. ' ' ~ ~ k d d i n j  r d  r k ~ l l r n j i n j  j l n l e r  
subordination", in Morse, Julia Cledtia. HI# the WrtId, HIlf A Chance: An 
l r t rod~e t i rn  to 6 e d e r  ml Dewelopm~t. Oxford: Oxfam. pp. 48-84. 

T h i  publication is a chapter in a book on Gender and DmIopment. This chapter provides an 
introductory overview of the ways in whkh gender sutmrdinatmn is uphddin sm!ietit3s throughout 4: 

the w l d .  It lorolcs at m e  of the smlilr; political, and economic institutiom.mh divide I 

resources, oppwhmi  and power differently belween women and men. k begins by arguing that I 

gender s u ~ $ i ~ a t i o n  an such a broad scale can ~ n l y  $e understood if we view it as a 'strucYuol ; 

problem. The chapter sbrts by 1ooda;ing'at the fmity, gkhg as examples of its impact, the i 

qwestiQm of son preference and sexudii, bath af whkk hm become kwportan-t issues to 
women's m o v m n t s  around the world. It move8 m t~ look at the relatd i ~ s  of wcw , 

to prop&& ritual, tradiw and cultural tabcae. UiFisl;erPce against women is one of tlw most patepc ! 
weapons to ensure women's compliance with gender norms, while religim has b m  USXI to 
legitimise stbhdiciation in every trad-mn. The. chapter lsQdc5 at both concepts, Turning tothe 
issue of women's work, the nature of subdn&rr M n  working culturt? Is &mwd, I 
particularly in the informal sector and within the manufacturing sector for export, where the I 

majority of women are employed. This section also discusses two related forms of work in I 
rjsm and prostiion, an interti aria that has d e ~ & p d  raprdly, , , .  I 

particularly in Southeast Asia, in the last two decades., A underlines many problems faced by 
Southeast 'kim womn with regard to ef&pXoymmt. IZ cantludes by bokmg a t  legal systkmi md 
education. Throughout the chapter, it becomes clear that each of these institutionalised forms of 
sexism is under attack. Case studies of the work of women's groups in the South, illustrate 

1 
imaginative awl mmitbxl ways in which women are beginning to challenge these foundations of I 
gender subordination. 
CI S~SIM.: Oxfain, 279 Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 3PZ, UK. 

Park, Chti Bin; CLo, I a n - l o o n .  I%&. "Courrqarnsrr of  son p n h n n o c  in a 
low-hrt i l i ty  rwiety:  i m h l a n c t  of  the sex ratio at  birth in Korern. P r p r l a f i o ~  / 
a d ' ~ i 3 i f d . ~ ~ m e u f  h l w  VoI. 21  No. 1. pp. 19-84. I 

I 

This &cIe disunses the impact d pmaentd preferences for Me sex of their childreri on family f 
particwb in Korea, Idany demgrapkrs and popukbn planners have considered I 

p m l  preference fbr sons in East Aslm countxie% to be a majar btrrrier to reducing fertil~ty. 
same cwn t rk ,  suck a5 Korea and CMa, have mhiwed repbcemmt~lev~l fertdrty despite I 

their societies' stromg &$herence to s m  prefeenm. These cuuntries now show evidence of 
I 

changes in the sex ratio at tirU1 at tttm levels: 1) in @piulation at kge; 2) betwean fadies; 
and 3) families. hearding to the mthrs,  sex ratis imbalances in the Komn populatiofi ! 

1 
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a3161 diff@r@&l con$r@wpt'm yse. "Missing" girls 
le births. Small families consist predominantly of 
ly of girls be&ke dakents keep having chiklren 

red mm&m s&;N this situation mtioarues, b social gap between the 
may widen, The most p~pularly feared social implication 

ntbl in the & r&o at birth is (3 possible shddage of partners as a result of a 
Wat this Shmage would bd.&ased more by rapidly 

decliing fertility than by sex sekckn. Besides the marriage squeeze, a high sex male ratio has 
been speculated to have other neg&v.e consequences. tf women become scarce, pornography 
and crimes of violence, especjaf!y rape and molestation, may increase. Homosexualtty may also 
incm$e. fhe authors are of hbphlfor? that not all the consequmces of son preference are 
negaliye. In the short- tdm, sex selection is tlkely to reduce family size and increase the 
proportion of Biffhs Qal am &t8red and in the Ion@-run a high sex, ratio at birth may improve the 
position of 1Lmales. hadb~id goci&es are likely to comg tb value women more highly because 
of theis fewelr number. 
13 C m a r  PqmlaMon and D p t ~ k ~ r n e m t  Review, Th. lopulatlon Council, One Dag 
~anlrn j r rk jo~d Plaza, Neif %&, Hew %r& 10617, USA. 

I 

1 
I Pitl,, 4unpbn. 1991. "Carmat stttug af health t'nd devrlopnent rf vmrn 

in KIM'. W#m#n13 Jtrlirr~Fonrr Vol. 10. pp. Ilbt99.  

This article presents a summary sf a research done to mefluate the status of health and 
develo$men2 of womn in K-. Rgures provided in this article hdicate that there has been 
great progress in the field ofnr(sther and child health in Korea. However, overall women's health 
rema idmmab le .  The rese8it-i explored dmerent i$wrrtm ineltlding the high use of 
contrabeption by w m ,  hduced a ~ o n ,  and other k e ~ b  problems, along with negative and 
vioknt:sexulll mbtions, as A 8 marital relations in a patrimctt~~ society. These are all major 
threagto W health of Korean km. Aso, the increasing raw of prostitution and incidents of 
rape i%bd lntfklfing have been sturnbhg blocks hindering the quality of health for the women. 
ihe ub@We of this research was'b pinpoint the current situdon of women's heatth in Korea, 

hic, ~ o c ' r p c u ~  background factors and currenie medical services to determine 
ustrialisalkm e'bntribute to the pumt ian of 61 healthy living situation for women. 

The dab were used a d from reports puMi&ed by the government and by research 
i n s ~ s  sinee 1990. .webumentT!d arflcle k ~ s  ta many conclusions. 
Amongst these, it ap warhen In arban are& 'm in poor'health, most are poor 
and untler-educated, eat an unbalanced diet, are anaemic, and many suffer from chronic ill-health 

ystem and sexual and mental health. They receive less 
fhek prsWems are idnique.fo wamm in hCatim to their 

sing strategies to improve the situation such as collecting 
data a d  infamartion about women's health, pmot ing  hePW~thfough the organisation of 
w o m ,  streftgthening women's decisive power and restructuring the existing health care 
sy*m. 
d Wrcat  &man Wh$an's Dwelopasni Inr t l tuh,  Eanlqoag 90 BPX 156, Seoul 
122-04&* tkp&lia d oC&'rm. 
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P o l e t i ,  Raahel V. 1 9 9 3 .  "Participatory research: i t s  applisction t o  
development, gender, sexuality and reproductive health', in  Ramos-Jimener, 
Ramon; Yadao, Patricia Monina, P. Gender, Sexuality and Reproduotive Health 
in the Philippines: Partieipa tory Resea re h in Sexuality and Reprodue tive 
Health. Manila: D e  La Sa I Ie  University, Social Development Research Center. 

In this paper, the participatory actionresearch (PAR) approach that the author has found effective 
in development, gender, sexuality and reproductive health issues, is explained. PAR became a 
necessary methodological tool for development workers because it was discovered that one way 
in which community participation could be sustained was by making the community itself 
generate the information it needed for deciding on what activities to undertake, information for 
planning, information for project implementation as well as monitoring and evaluation. The 
pqticular model of PAR that the author elaborates on, is the Community Information and Planning 
System (CIPS). This model focusses on developing the capacity of the community to manage its 
own development process, emphasising the systematisation of the research and planning 
process. The two principles the CiPS is premised on are: 1) the target of PAR activities should be 
the most disadvantaged groups in the community; 2) as far as possible, all the steps involved in 
the research should be carried out by the community. Consistent with the ClPS emphasis on 
working with the most disadvantaged groups, it was found that this method was effective when 
used for the empowerment of women. This was done by analysing the causes of women's 
oppression at the community-level and facilitating the community's envisioning of a gender- 
sensitive society. The product of this exercise was a framework for gender-sensitive 
development, used as the basis for planning different ClPS developmental interventions, including 
the issues of sexuality and reproductive health. The problems associated with sexuality and 
reproductive health are conditions that disempower women and curtail the contribution they can 
make to the community. These are problems that must be addressed at the community level 
because they require the co-operation of men to reach solutions. An almost equal participation of 
men and women was evident in the ClPS activities, with women's participation being most 
significant in the preliminary research and planning stages. Therefore, the author contends, the 
ClPS is gender-sensitive. Also, in communities where the ClPS has been applied, it was found 
that women contributed to productive work while men were beginning to help with housework. 
CJ Souroe: Gender, Sexuality and Reproduotive Health, Social Development Researah 
Center,.De La Salle University, 2401 Taft Avenue, Manila 1004, Philippines. 

The Policy Core 8tou) Cotnmirrion on Population; Ford Foundation. Circa 
1 9 9 5 .  A knder-@sporsivs Population Policy Framework with a Reproductive 
Health Perrprctive. 49 p. [unpublished draft]. 

The Commission on Population (POPCOM), established in 1969, has undergone several changes 
through the years. This paper chronicles those changes while leading into the 1990s' focus on a 
gender-responsive population policy framework with a reproductive health perspective. The 
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equity and democracy and built on the assurtqAbns that: 1) unchecked population growth is not 
the only cause of poverty, environmental degradation and depletion of resources; and 
2) attempts to lower fertility rates a u M e  of the entire development process may be able to 
control the rate of population growth, but do not enhance the quality of life, particularly for 
women. The paper posits that reproductive health is inextricably tied to the right to food, 
education, shelter, decent wages, land and other resources. The objectives of the framework 
are: 1) to improve women's reproductive health; 2) to increase women's control over their 
bodies; and 3) to create the socioeconomic, cultural, political, physical or environmental 
conditions which enable women to exercise their sexual and reproductive choices. The 
strategies embraced in.the framework revolve around: 1) gender-specific needs and inequities; 
2) broadening family planning programmes to focus on women's sexual and reproductive health 
as welllas their overall health and development; 3) stressing the responsibility of men in family 
planning and care-giving; 4) providing information and counselling services to young adults 
regarding contraception and protection against STDs; and 5) ensuring that human and 
reproductive rights underlie any policy. The paper also details the different levels at which a 
population policy must be directed; and presents a three-dimensional figure for easy reference. 
a $iureez Commission on Population, Welfareville Compound, Mandaluyong City, 
Philippines. 

Ranorbban,  Radhika: 8r#ate, Alka; Joshi, Leena. 1996. "6mder ,  
sexuality and reprodustive health in  Ind ia '  [papw presented a t  the] A ~ i a  and 
Pacific Regional Network on k n d e r ,  Sexuality and Reproductive h a l t h  and 
Fora on the Teaching o f  Health Social Seienee Confennee, Cebu City, 
Philippines, 8-13 January 1996. 59 p. 

This paper is a summary review of the current situation of gender, sexuality and reproductwe 
health studies, programmes and policies in Indig. The paper begins by presenting a demographic 
and health profile consisting of the sex ratio, age-specific mortality, infant mortal@, maternal 
mortality, fertility and determinants of adverse health outcomes for women. The paper, then, 
focusses on the legal measures adopted by the Indian government to remove some of the health 
disadvantages and dangers suffered by girls and women, such as female infanticide, dowry 
death, domestic violence, sexual abuse, etc. Machinery to promote gender equality is also 
discussed. The fourth section of the paper addresses population, family planning and health 
policies. The history, direction and success rate of these policies are described. The authors also 
analyse how political economy and international conferences have influenced policy thrust. The 
way in which policies have been operationatised into programmes by government and non 
governmental organisations is then elaborated. The last section looks at partnerships and 
collaborative efforts in gender, sexuality and reproductive health. The authors point out that a 
holistic approach to women's health in general, and women's reproductive health in particular, is 
quite new in India. The situation may be expected to undergo rapid change in the near future in 
response to the mterest of international donors in funding research and the cooperation of 
government organisations, non-governmental organisations and research bodies. Nonetheless, 
collaborative efforts are often fraught with problems. 
b Soutee: Dr. Pilar Ramos-Jimenez, Conference Convenor, de la Salle University, Social 
Develspment Research Centre, 2 4 0 1  Taft Avenue, 1 0 0 4  Manila, Philippines. 
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Rahnan, Omrr [ot 11.1. 1994. "Lndrr diffrrmeo in.tdrlt health: an I 
intrrnatiowl compariron'. Tle Grrontologist Val. 14 No. 4. pp. 463-469. 

In this at-bck, the authors investigate gender differences h a variety of seR-repwbd measure;; of . 
adult heab in four countries which have different leveta of socioeconomic dmelqment, life 
styles, gender norm$ m d  ewtations. The data used in the study came from surveys in the 
United States, J a m b ,  Malaysia and Bangladesh. Thwe countries had c o W e d  sd-reported 
measures of general. heatth and physical functioning by age and gander. The gmerak health 
measures in the survey asked adults to evaluate th& own h l t h  on an ordinal scale ranging 
f r m  'errcelblmf to @good' to "fairyo "poor". The measwestof physical functioning wm  sti ions 
asking,whettaer am's health limied specific activities M the choice of answers varied from 'a 
lor, 'a little' to "nat at all'. In d l  four countries, and for atmost all the different measures of 
health status, females fared wwse than males. In sqme cases, the differences in proportions , 
reporting pmblem;s yvere q u h  striking, f w  example, in the Jamaican data, 52 per cent of women 
aged 50. and over, raporZed difficulty in walking uphill, ampared to only 36 per cent of men in 
the same aga group. These health status dispariieahtwee+n men and women persist even after ! I 
appropriate corrections are made for the impact of: 1) differential mortality selection by gender 
(to adjust for the lower life expectancy of males); and 2) sociodemographic factors such as age, 
education, income and location of respondent. Data from Jamaica show that gender disparities in 
adult health arise early and continue thro~ghout thg life cycle. Moreover, &er t h ~  age at which I 

1 
gender dspariies have reached a peak, there appe8rs to be t i  evidence of sigdicant I 

shrinkage with .age in terrtf3 of absolute differehc& h &e I j r ~ r t i o n s  of men and m e n  r 

reportinp; poor or liMms in physical fMnctiar3hg. The authrs suggest that there is a 
need for further research into the biological and behasdoural bases of these health differentials. 1 

The biological explanatians centre on horfimnal atid g&netk differences between min and 
women, for instance, premenopausal women are less @row than men to certain type5 of 
cardiovascular diseases. The behavioural explanaons focus on differences in lifestyles such as 1 I 
smoking, drinking, accupatt~nal hazards, nutrrtion and differential access to and utilisation of 
heam care w v k e s .  I 

a ~ g t ~ e s  T L ~  @~anto~mgiar  I Sooirty of Antiriaa, 1275 K Street, N W, Sui t r  350, 
Washington, DC 2CM)05B4806, USA. 

Riska, Olimnr; W q q  Katrina 18th.). 1993. Bender, YY'ork a r l  Pledicins: 
Women and fb i~  lredicrl Division o f  labe~r. Ltndon: SA6E Pablioations. 196 1. 

The need to have a driiical assessment of the division of labobr in medicine, analysing it in its 
historical co@xt and employing a gender perspectivb gives rise to this book. The book consists 
of four parts. The "lproductiqn (Part I) ouWines how ngne, of thk mainstream sociological I 

approaches on the health labour force given by Talcott Parsens and his successiars address the 
genderised nabre of b e  professions and the profesrhdisafion of the division of labour in he@ . 
care for doctors, nurses and midwives. Hmce, the purpose of this book is to address how + 
elements, such as gender, as a social categoryl and the role of state power sb-uggks together ' 

with structural a r rwments  on health care occupatims in intervening in the construction and I' 
reproduction of the medical division of labour, Parts II and HI draw on case studie3 from India, 
Briiin, America and Fidand and a wide range of gmfensional groups. The contributors examine , 
the' extent to whkh ~'wision of labour is changiqfi and f h ~  effect of such changes on the 
status of women within'all levels of the health professions, including doctors, nurses and 

I 

1 midwives. While the proportion of female doctors is rising, the continued constraints on women , 

1 
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usting discmsim of some 
ding articles. These are'the 

s choices d &Mml ccmnstrainb a 

included, to attain a more comprehens
i

ve analysis of genderspecific preferences for 
occup@ons. This book is essential reading for students and lecturers in the medical and health 
professfons and in medical sociology. 
CJ . F u ~ o e : ~ ~  , SAQE CaMIaS,tiyrfi W;aYJ 16 pabi l l :  #tt,bW @- E42A rPU, U# 

ttbth; Wbnt9.: 1.995, UP@bfrirbdr #d&il*ww J# Wirr. Bombay: [,.I.]. 

d:, ,: : *. - [ ,- - it*- 1 q~ , -1 

This t&k'dgscritiej the exper~encqi, bf 18 p f l q j ~ b  9f elfwp training in women:s he& 
that b$k.place Mtweeo February 1493 a@ ~ a w o k ~ ~ g 8 i n  I .. <it! Hyderabid, India. Written by two 
ofj@ pbrticlticil)ahts: Sabala and Kranti, the bock w s 2 Y _  wen ' s  participants cpllectiw 

of skills in analytical thinking, ~ e r s ~ w & H e  s r s r i r ~ ,  confdencebuilding, self- 
cp, healing, g well as coun~selling, 'an4 r$bf @+ntly; acceptance of their bodies as 
of pride q d  pleasure., ~ h i m e p d d s , ~ s i d ~ ~ ~ e i c l ~ ~ ~ @ ~  : ';I .r:- and simple: stories, audiu 

such as chdrti, &iide$-actiii$ii. &$.parc(ses, dwlay i r ig  pnd sharing of 
nts were mostly mn fromA,b$C'r, socioeconomic background and 
t teasing self-help skills@ yoqen who could in turn transfer 

men. <?rqGs of the trai@g w$: 1) to assist women in 
mage an in'builcfing s&<mpc~;,2) to study gender, class and 
ds in the medi'ial system a$ / ~$fp#y; 3)  to identify patriarchal 

nd'institutions through which men P X ~ )  d li$+@ds minds, emotions, labour, 
and to challenge t k s &  '41 4,$&wrck$@$ itykvidual and collective 
omen's ernpo\;ehmt ?q, $,fp:naw'hea@ 9s a &+sic right and 

and social accountability  foe.^ 3 hem. Althbugh h e  training was 
Tb Gender-sensitisatidno, '"~olitics,a @? 'md population', ,:Body bl i t ics 

reness, arl((,sexuaV, ' S e t f k l p ' d  seffexam', 'Gynaecological 
'Childbeiring sup~off -  he a;clt&irs'mak6 it clear, that in practice, it 
d prgcqss that was,modulaked t6 suik participants' readiness. The 
ent of b training focussed on creating an understanding of gerjher 

and itsl4inkag~ t~ power relationships, in Mi and society, rqcq4nisin gew-wing, evmining E viak~me against wmm, v&"Ingiwmen's work and shaniig svuggies of women to 
mssh. The "Politics of heatth and popul&ion"section concentrated on defining 

w m d s  he& W n  a rights framework, exposing the politics of population politics and 
kambsg about harmhi c w l t r a c ~ s .  "Body politics and ,b~yond"xplored womens perceptions 
of bodies, familiiari~d women kith anatomy as well as the physiology of menstruation and 

I 
dmd $0 devebp a hotistic outlook on the body. The "Fertility awareness and sexuality" 
coin#qwnt ~wmd to explode the myths related to fertility and sexua1'i while raising awareness 
a b w  e;snW OW fwtility and sexualily. "Gynaecologicat disorders and healing' loaked at 
womm's heam bb@ldly, crossing the bwndahs of worn~n's bodies into social aspects. It 
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helped the participants to understand the range and nature of disorders in women's bodies and 
went beynnd the traditional reductionist medical approach of gynaecology. It emphasised use of ; 
self-help knowledge and traditional healing methods, as well as necessary services from the 
public heatth system. The "Childbearing support" part of ttre training analysed how reproductive 
processes and experiences are treated in the medical system and encouraged healthy woman 
sensitive locat and indigenous practices. It also helped the participants to acquire skills to 
support wmen through pregnancy, childbirth and after birth. The self-help training also had a 
second follow-up phase to evaluate its success. 
13 Soume: A-201, Vasant View, D'Monte lane, Orlefn, Malad (West), Bombay 400064, 
India. + 

Sthuler, Sllney Rafh; Sytd M. Hasheml; Jenkins, Ann Hndr i r .  1995 .  
'Bangladrsh's family planning sueeess story: a gender perspeative". 
Internrtionrl Ft~mily P l r rn in j  P e r s p ~ ~ t i v e s  VOI. 2 1  No. 4. pp. 132- 166. - 

This article discusses how, in spite of its apparent success, the family planning programme in 
Bangladesh may actually reinforce women's isolation and powerlessness by accommodating 
existing gender norms. Working within the constraints of a social system in which women are 
subordimted and secluded, the Bangladeshi family plailrring programme uses village-based 
female workers to deliver contraceptive information and supplies to women in their homes. The 
authws point out that, in this respect, the programme could be called "culturally sensitivekr 
pragmatic. However, indepth interviews conducted with 104 women and 92 men (including 85 
couples), as part of an ethnographic study in rural Bangladesh, bring out the subtext of the family 
planning success story. Changes in reproductive norms have not transformed gender relations. 
Women's social subordination and economic dependence, combined with the family planning . 
programme's womencentred and door-taloor service delivery approach, leads to or 
exacerbates many problems: 1) over-reliance on the village-based workers; 2) a lopsided 
method mix with less than h e  per cent of married women in the study under 50 being protected 
from pregnancy by vasectomy or the condom, while 37 per cent use a modern female method; 
3) misinformation about methods and about availability of safe abortion services; 4) unavailability , 

of services when needed; 5) fear of methods and sid~ffects;  and 6) iliadequate assistance with ' 
sideeffects. The 'authors believe that the intensive focos on family planning services for women 
cannot solve the larger problem of womw's subordination. Gender inequality must be redressed 
through programmes that provide economic opportunities and resources to women to reduce 
their economic dependence. The authors suggest that women be drawn out of the seclusion of 
their homes so that they can avail themselves of complete information and a broader range of ' 

services. Men must also be encouraged to bear greater responsibility for the costs of fertility I 

control. 
13 Sorroe: 1 2 0  Wall Street, New York, N.Y. 10005,  USA. 
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Unirwrity o f  the Philipplars. Univrnity Center for Womm's Studies. 
1 9 9 4 .  Womm's Health: Rer l t t i rs  arrd Prospects. 3 vols. [Queron City]: 
University Center for Women's Studies, University o f  the Philippines. 
[Vol. 1: "A research report". xii,  1 4 2  p.; Vol. 2: 'Life hetstories". xi i ,  45 p.; 
Vol. 3: "Focused j roup discussions". xii,  75 p.] 

This research report was published as: 1) a research agenda focussing on issues affecting 
women's health; 2) a documentation of the findings of feminist research methodology which 
would reveal the actual conditions of the current women's health status in the Philippines; and 
3) a framework for addressing the issues of women's health, using the findings of previous 
research and the current findings as a basis for the framework. The first volume of the research 
report starts with the background of the study. This is followed by detailed descriptions of the 
factors affecting Filipinas' reproductive health and analysis of primary data on violence against 
women and women of post-reproductive age. An assessment of the state-of legislation 
v is-h is  women's reproductive health follows. The volume concludes with a research agenda and 
policy recommendations towards a gender-fair reproductive health policy. The second volume 
documents the life stories of seven Filipinas which show clearly that women still lack basic 
education and information on their rights and are thus unable to make informed choices about 
their own life. The third volume presents several focus group discussions on the health problems 
of married rural women, women's health in an Ayta tribal community, women's health in a 
mountain village, and health problems of urban poor women. Findings from interviews with key 
informants on abortion, rape, incest and wife-battering are also presented, along with two other ~ 
discussions, one with single migrant workers in Cebw City, the other on adolescent reproductive 
health. The three volumes are good examples of research which is feminist and holistic in 
approach, and in addition, provide a good overview of the situation of women's health in the 
Philippines. 
Cl Sourre: University Center for Women's Studies, University o f  the Philippines, 
Magsaysay Avenue corner Vlanan St., Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines. 

Uprety, Aruna [et al.]. 1 9 9 4 .  Report o f  the Gmder and Women's Health 
Workshop, Nepal, 7 -9July  1994 .  Kathmandu: RECPHEC. 52 p. 

The primary objective of the threeday workshop was to clarify and analyse the state of women's 
health in Nepal, and to develop guidelines to sensitise the Nepalese governmental organisations 
and grassroots service providers on ways to improve women's health in Nepal. This publication is 
a report on the proceedings of the workshop. The first two days of the workshop focussed on 
the health of Nepalese women, highlighting the poorer health status of the female versus the 
male population and outlining some of the determinants or psycho-social factors causing this 
gender inequality. On the third day of the workshop, the findings from the previous two days were L 

I 
summarised and presented. These were then integrated into the guidelines for the "Sensitising 
training programmes for Nepalese GO/NGO grassroots service providers on gender and 
women's health". The guidelines are included in the report and offer some assistance to others 
who are interested in developing a gender-sensitising training programme on women's health. 
Cl Souroe: Resource Centre for Primary Health Care (RECPHEC), 6 P 0  Box 117, Bagbazar, 
Kathmandu, Nepal. 
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This document aims to bring together-from health, sociocultural and policy perspectives-the 
state of knowledge on the effect of alcohol and psycho-active substance use on women. The 
impact of drug abuse is analysed from the interrelationships between males and females in a 
sociocultural context, covering both rural and urban committees. The literature is reviewed on 
health implications of women's use of licit and illicit drugs, alcohol and other psycho-active 
substances. The document concludes with an overview of the policy and legislative 
considerations of women and substance abuse. 
D Soureu: World Health Organization, 1211 6eneVa 27, Switzerland. 

World H e t l l h O r . ~ i i r a t i o n .  1 9 9 3 . ~ W 0 a r n a n d ~ u b s t a n e r ~ b u s e : ~ k n d e r  
Analysis and Rlviaw o f  Hla l th  aud Palicy Inplieafions. Geneva: Woftd Health i 
Organization. 50 p. I 

Wilkinson, Patriaia; O'Hara, Denise. 1 9 9 5 .  "Health status of dVictorian 
women". ka l thshar ing Women: the Newsletter o f  ka l thshar ing W o h ' s  I Health R6soured Serrioa VoI. 5 April-May 1 9 9 5 .  pp .  1-8. 

I 

This analysis of women's health currently in the state of Victoria, Australia, looks at the health 
status of women of different ages and social groups, and compares the health of women and 
men, with particular reference to the major causes of ill-heatttl. In providing information on the 
distribution and determinants of women's ill-health, the authors' intention is to assist planners and 
policy-makers to assess existing strategies, to identify new initiatives and to target resources for 
optimal effect. The authors use sources such as community surveys and hospital admissions 
data to provide information on women's health, particularly on non-fatal but chrdnic disabling 
illness. This kind of focus for epidemiological research has gained ground in countries like 
Australia where health status and tife-expectarky is high by international standard's, rendering 
traditional indicators of the population's health stabs; for example, infant and adtilt mortaltty 
rates inadequate. In Victoria, a girl born in 1993 can expect to live 80.7 years on average. The 
concept of life-expectancy is now superseded by that of healthexpectancy, which breaks figures 
on life-expectsrncy irkto years of disability-free life'and disabled life. In April 1993, four majbr 
causes of ill-health were targetted by Australia's National Health summit as the fw-us of their 
health improvement drive, namely cardiovascular diseases, cancers, mental health and injuries. 
Because mortality and morbidity in each of these focus areas are higher among men than 
women, there is a danger that combative health care and prevention strategies may emphasise a 
male perspective. The authors therefore analyse the differences between male and female 
patterns of illness and death in these four areas, so that women's particular health needs can be 
identified. After examining the health status of women as an overall group, the authors focus on 
population differences in women's health and the impact of the following factors are examined: 
socioeconomic status, lifestyle risk factors, regional differences, and ethnicity, with special 
reference to Victorian Koori women. The authors conclude that where illness is gender-specific, 
the differences are obvious, but where both sexes are affected, the differences are more subtle 
and may not be recognised and taken into account when planning women's health strategies. 
O Sauree: ~ ;a l thshr r in j  Women's Health bsouroe  Senioe, PO Box 1160K. Melbourne, 
Vietoria 3001 ,  Australia. 
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